ASA Meeting: 10/9/07

Attendance:
Shan
Brendan
Sarah
James
Gillian
Sophia

SINCE LAST MEETING:
Larrys email—not liking how we gave money, got wrong information though
GCM- one dorm brought up saferide not up to par, kick off childless unhandicapped?
UA Elections—had them,
State of the Institute—flow chart of new deans… state of institute is strong.

JAMES
More living groups being added to database
Office Space Allocations—launching new application asap

SHAN
LEF/arcade—panhel wanted $10,000 for women’s week, very upset with $1,000 for food,
got to Larry complained that LEF/ARCADE was discriminating against women’s week,
Larry gave another 1,500 to panhel. Waiting for Larry for follow-up.

SOPHIA
Bulletin boards? Doing an audit this week

BRENDAN
Mailboxes? Not going as smoothly as hoped for. Contacted carpenters, cac is getting him
specific cost approximation….as long as <1,000 we’re good to go…but double check if
close to that because it wasn’t supposed to cost that much

ALYA
NGM’s—voting
How would we start dealing with more “project” (but still student-run) groups????
Probably same as other groups
NEW GROUPS

**Biodiesel@MIT**
Motion to Recognize
6-0-1

**Kaleidoscope**
Motion to Recognize
6-0-1

**MIT Ridonkulous**
Motion to Table
6-0-1

**Vehicle Design Summit**
Motion to Recognize
6-0-1

**MIT STAND**
Motion to Recognize
4-2-1

**Astropreneurs Club**
Motion to Recognize
6-0-1

CHRISTINA—not here.

GILLIAN
Minutes—copy and paste into email
Office hours???

SARAH
Asa bulletin board—what do we want to put in it? James will send you a pdf
Boston T party—SLOPE evaluation tomorrow…

Open Floor
SHAN—**LEF avg funding** is around 1500 per group, should put aside 10-15 thousand for only truly large events? Max 1 to 2 events…..our opinions?